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The category of Zn2-supermanifolds
Tiffany Covolo∗, Janusz Grabowski†, and Norbert Poncin‡
Abstract
In Physics and in Mathematics Zn
2
-gradings, n ≥ 2, appear in various fields. The cor-
responding sign rule is determined by the ‘scalar product’ of the involved Zn
2
-degrees. The
Z
n
2
-Supergeometry exhibits challenging differences with the classical one: nonzero degree
even coordinates are not nilpotent, and even (resp., odd) coordinates do not necessarily
commute (resp., anticommute) pairwise. In this article we develop the foundations of the
theory: we define Zn
2
-supermanifolds and provide examples in the ringed space and coordi-
nate settings. We thus show that formal series are the appropriate substitute for nilpotency.
Moreover, the class of Z•
2
-supermanifolds is closed with respect to the tangent and cotan-
gent functors. We explain that any n-fold vector bundle has a canonical ‘superization’ to a
Z
n
2
-supermanifold and prove that the fundamental theorem describing supermorphisms in
terms of coordinates can be extended to the Zn
2
-context.
MSC 2010: 17A70, 58A50, 13F25, 16L30
Keywords: Supersymmetry, supergeometry, superalgebra, higher grading, sign rule, ringed
space, manifold, morphism, tangent space, higher vector bundle
1 Introduction
Motivation and discussion. Classical Supersymmetry and Supergeometry are not sufficient
to suit the current needs. In Physics, Zn2 -gradings, n ≥ 2, are used in string theory and
in parastatistics [AFT10], [YJ01]. In Mathematics, there exist good examples of Zn2 -graded
Z
n
2 -commutative algebras (i.e., the superscript of −1 in the sign rule is the standard ‘scalar
product’ of Zn2 ): quaternions and, more generally, any Clifford algebra, the algebra of Deligne
differential superforms, etc. Moreover, there exist interesting and canonical examples of Zn2 -
supermanifolds.
For instance, note that the tangent bundle of a classical Z2-supermanifoldM can be viewed
as a Z2-supermanifold in two different ways, as TM or T[1]M, and as a Z
2
2-supermanifold TM,
in which case the function sheaf is the completion of differential superforms of M together
with the Deligne sign convention. Actually the tangent (and cotangent) bundle of any Zn2 -
supermanifold is a Zn+12 -supermanifold. Further, any double vector bundle (resp., any n-
fold vector bundle) canonically provides a Z22-supermanifold (resp., Z
n
2 -supermanifold) as its
‘superization’.
To be more precise, suppose that M is a supermanifold with local coordinates (x1, . . . , xp,
ξ1, . . . , ξq), where the xi are even and the ξa odd. For the tangent bundleTM, with the adapted
local coordinates (xi, ξa, x˙j , ξ˙b), one can introduce a supermanifold structure declaring x˙j to
be even and ξ˙b to be odd, or reversing these parities for T[1]M. For the latter, the variables
ξ˙b are even; they are true real-valued variables although the ξb are indeterminates or formal
variables. Hence, the local model of the function algebra of the corresponding supermanifold
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T[1]M is given by the polynomials in the odd indeterminates ξa and x˙j with coefficients
in the smooth functions with respect to the even variables xi and ξ˙b. These polynomials are
referred to as pseudodifferential forms. Pseudodifferential forms can be defined not only locally
on superdomains but also globally on supermanifolds [Lei11]. They have been introduced in
[BL77] to obtain objects suitable for integration. The algebra Ω̂(M) of pseudodifferential forms
on M is exactly the function algebra of the supermanifold T[1]M.
On the other hand, the tangent bundle, as every vector bundle, admits an N-grading for
which x˙j and ξ˙b are of degree 1 (and xi and ξa are of degree 0). Thus we have a canonical
bigrading by the monoid N × Z2, which can be reduced to Z
2
2 = Z2 × Z2. With respect to
this bigrading, (xi, ξa, x˙j , ξ˙b) are of bidegrees (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), respectively. In
particular, the variables ξ˙b are even but have nonzero degree, so that, in accordance with a
common feeling, we cannot claim that they are real variables [Wit12, Section 3.3.2].
Now, any symmetric bi-additive map 〈−,−〉 : Z22 × Z
2
2 → Z gives rise to a sign rule:
AB = (−1)〈(m,n),(k,l)〉BA ,
where A and B are coordinates of bidegrees (m,n) and (k, l), respectively. We get the sign rule
for nonreversed parity when choosing 〈(m,n), (k, l)〉 = n l, obtain the Bernstein-Leites sign rule
(the sign rule for reversed parity used in T[1]M) when setting 〈(m,n), (k, l)〉 = (m+n)(k+ l),
and we find the Deligne sign rule for the ‘scalar product’ 〈(m,n), (k, l)〉 = mk+nl; see discussion
in [DM99, Appendix to §1]. Note that the latter does not lead to a superalgebra, as the ξ˙b are
even in the sense that they commute among themselves, but anticommute with the ξa. To
include Deligne’s convention into the picture which, as just mentioned, does not correspond to
any supermanifold, it is natural to extend the notion of supermanifold and to admit Z22-gradings,
or even Zn2 -gradings with n ≥ 2, as well as the corresponding sign rule
AB = (−1)
∑n
i=1mikiBA , (1)
where (m1, . . . ,mn) and (k1, . . . , kn) are the Z
n
2 -degrees of A and B. The above additional
canonical grading, together with Deligne’s convention, makes the tangent (as well as the cotan-
gent) bundle into a Z22-supermanifold TM (resp. T
⋆M), so that the class of Z•2-supermanifolds
is closed with respect to the tangent (resp., cotangent) functor.
Thus we get the hierarchy: Z02-Supergeometry (classical even Differential Geometry) con-
tains the germ of Z12-Supergeometry (standard Supergeometry), which in turn contains the
sprout of Z22-Supergeometry, etc. Moreover, the Z
n
2 -supergeometric viewpoint provides deeper
insight and simplified solutions, just as the classical supergeometric approach does in com-
parison with ordinary differential Geometry. Interesting relations with Quantum Mechanics,
Quantum Field Theory and String Theory are expected.
Although not universally accepted at the beginning, Zn2 -Supergeometry is, in view of what
has been said, a necessary and natural generalization. When defining the parity of a Zn2 -
degree as the parity of the total degree, nonzero degree even coordinates are not nilpotent,
and even (resp., odd) coordinates do not necessarily commute (resp., anticommute) pairwise.
These circumstances lead to interesting differences with the classical theory.
The reason for initial skepticism was Neklyudova’s equivalence [Lei11]: this result states
that the categories of Zn2 -graded Z
n
2 -commutative and Z
n
2 -graded supercommutative algebras
are equivalent. However, working with Zn2 -supermanifolds means that we are working with
very particular Zn2 -superalgebras, describing geometrical objects really different from standard
supermanifolds, and various geometrical constructions, like passing from M to TM, require
that we should be able to consider Zn2 -supermanifolds for different n at the same footing.
Moreover, it turned out that the construction of ‘Zn2 -commutative concepts’ (e.g., the Z
n
2 -
Berezinian [COP12]) via simple pullbacks of the corresponding ‘supercommutative concepts’
(the classical Berezinian) is not always as easy as one might expect. Therefore, Neklyudova’s
theorem does not ban investigation of Zn2 -supermanifolds. On the other hand, we will show
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that Zn2 -grading is sufficient in the sense that any sign rule, for any finite number N of
coordinates, is of the form (1), for some n ≤ 2N .
Possible applications. The theory of Zn2 -supermanifolds is closely related to Clifford calculus,
see above. Clifford algebras have numerous applications in Physics, but the use of Zn2 -gradings
has never been studied. For instance, Clifford algebras and modules are crucial in understanding
Spin-structures on manifolds together with their physical consequences, e.g., the Dirac operator.
While the Zn2 -refined viewpoint led to new results on Clifford algebras and modules over them
[COP12], its impact on standard applications in Geometry and Field Theory has still to be
explained.
Further, the theory of Zn2 -manifolds should lead to a novel approach to quaternionic func-
tions: examples of application areas include thermodynamics, hydrodynamics, geophysics and
structural mechanics.
It is eventually interesting to observe the parallelism of our Zn2 -extension with Baez’ sug-
gestion of a common generalization – under the name of r-Geometry – of superalgebras and
Clifford algebras with the goal to incorporate, besides bosons and fermions, also anyons into
the picture [Bae92].
Main difference with standard Supergeometry. The key-concept of Zn2 -Superalgebra is
the (already mentioned) Zn2 -Berezinian. This higher Berezinian (which is tightly connected with
quasi-determinants) and the corresponding (via the Liouville formula) higher trace have been
constructed [COP12]. It provides a new solution (‘different’ from the Dieudonne´ determinant)
to Cayley’s challenge to build a determinant of quaternionic matrices.
Hence, the new Zn2 -Supergeometry not only includes differential but possibly also integral
calculus, in contrast with [Mol10] which develops a functorial concept of Zn2 -supermanifold and
mentions explicitly a lack of insight as concerns integration. However, whereas parts of the
differential calculus on Zn2 -supermanifolds are ‘just’ extensions (sometimes nice ones) of the
classical theory, integral calculus on Zn2 -supermanifolds must be completely different from the
classical case [Pon16].
Sources. Of course, there is an extensive literature on Supergeometry and related topics
and it is impossible to give complete references; let us at least mention [BBHR91], [Ber79],
[Ber87], [DeW84], [Kos75], [Rog07], [Tuy04]. The sources that had the highest impact on
the present text are: [Lei80], [Rog07], [Tuy04], [Lei11], [Var04], [Man02], [DM99], [CCF11],
[DSB03], [Vor12], [BP12], [GKP09], [GKP10], [Sch97].
2 Sign rules
In standard Supergeometry the sign rule is completely determined by the parity. Why not
accept an arbitrary commutation rule? In principle, one can consider a general grading by a
semigroup and an arbitrary commutation factor, i.e., work with so-called colored algebras.
More precisely, let K be a commutative unital ring, K× be the group of invertible elements
of K, and let G be a commutative semigroup. A map ϕ : G×G→ K× is called a commutation
factor on G if
ϕ(g, h)ϕ(h, g) = 1 , ϕ(f, g + h) = ϕ(f, g)ϕ(f, h) , and ϕ(g, g) = ±1 , (2)
for all f, g, h ∈ G. Note that these axioms imply that
ϕ(f + g, h) = ϕ(f, h)ϕ(g, h)
and that the condition ϕ(g, g) = ±1 follows automatically from the other two axioms if K is a
field.
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Let A be a G-graded K-algebra A =
⊕
g∈GA
g. Elements x from Ag are called G-
homogeneous of degree or weight g =: deg(x). The algebra A is said to be ϕ-commutative
if
ab = ϕ(deg(a), deg(b))ba , (3)
for all G-homogeneous elements a, b ∈ A. Homogeneous elements x with p(deg(x)) = p(g) :=
ϕ(g, g) = −1 are odd, the other homogeneous elements are even. Graded algebras with com-
mutation rules of this kind are known under the name color algebras [KS12, Lyc95, Sch79]. In
this paper we will be interested in color associative and color Lie algebras whose commutation
factor is just a sign.
In what follows, K will be R and ϕ will take the form
ϕ(g, h) = (−1)〈g,h〉 ,
for a ‘scalar product’ 〈−,−〉 : G×G→ Z. This means that we use the commutation factor as
the sign rule. In this note we confine ourselves to G = Zn2 and the standard ‘scalar product’
of Zn2 , what will lead to Z
n
2 -Supergeometry with nicer categorical properties than the standard
Supergeometry. More precisely, we propose a generalization of differential Z12-Supergeometry
to the case of a Zn2 -grading in the structure sheaf.
Indeed, we will show that any sign rule, for any finite number of coordinates, can be obtained
from the ‘scalar product’
〈(i1, . . . , in), (j1, . . . , jn)〉n = i1j1 + . . .+ injn (4)
on Zn2 for a sufficiently big n. In other words, any algebra that is finitely generated by some
generators satisfying certain sign rules can be viewed as a Zn2 -graded associative algebra A =⊕
i∈Zn
2
Ai, which is Zn2 -commutative in the sense that
yiyj = (−1)〈i,j〉nyjyi ,
for all yi ∈ Ai, yj ∈ Aj. We simply refer to such algebras as Zn2 -commutative associative
algebras. Let us mention that a similar theorem was proved for group gradings in [MGO10].
Let now S be a finite set, say S = {1, . . . ,m}, and let ϕ : S × S → {±1} be any symmetric
function. We can understand ϕ as a sign rule for an associative algebra generated by elements
yi, i = 1, . . . ,m, i.e.,
yiyj = ϕ(i, j)yjyi .
We then have the following.
Theorem 2.1. There is n ≤ 2m and a map σ : S → Zn2 , i 7→ σi, such that
ϕ(i, j) = (−1)〈σi,σj〉n . (5)
Proof. We interpret Z2m2 as the set of functions {±1, . . . ,±m} → Z2, and denote by p(i, j) ∈
{0, 1} the parity of ϕ(i, j): (−1)p(i,j) = ϕ(i, j).
First, define σ1 ∈ Z
2m
2 by σ1(1) = 1, σ1(−1) = 1 + p(1, 1) ∈ Z2, and σ1(k) = 0 for |k| > 1.
Then, for j = 2, . . . ,m, define σj(1) = p(j, 1) and σj(−1) = 0. Independently of the definition
of the remaining values of σj, Condition (5) is valid for i = 1 and all j = 1, . . . ,m, since
σ1(k) = 0 for |k| > 1.
Assume inductively that we have fixed σ1, . . . , σr, with σj(k) = 0 for |k| > j, as well as the
values σj(k), for j = r + 1, . . . ,m and |k| ≤ r, so that (5) is valid for i = 1, . . . , r and all j.
Define:
σr+1(r+1) = 1 , σr+1(−r−1) = 1+
r∑
|k|=1
σr+1(k)+p(r+1, r+1) , σr+1(k) = 0 for |k| > r+1 .
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Then, (5) is valid also for i = j = r + 1. Putting now σj(−r − 1) = 0 and
σj(r + 1) =
r∑
|k|=1
σj(k)σr+1(k) + p(j, r + 1)
for j = r + 2, . . . ,m, we finish with fixed σ1, . . . , σr+1, with σj(k) = 0 for |k| > j, and the
values σj(k), for j = r + 2, . . . ,m and |k| ≤ r + 1, so that (5) is valid for i = 1, . . . , r + 1 and
all j. This proves the inductive step and the theorem follows.
3 Zn2-superdomains and their morphisms
In view of Theorem 2.1, we consider in the following only Zn2 -graded ‘coordinates’ y
1, . . . , ym,
with degree denoted by deg(yi), which commute according to the Zn2 -commutation rule
yiyj = (−1)〈deg(y
i),deg(yj)〉yjyi , (6)
where 〈−,−〉 is the standard ‘scalar product’ in Zn2 . The parity of y
i is the parity of the sum of
the components of deg(yi) ∈ Zn2 . To develop a generalization of Supergeometry, we distinguish
the coordinates x1, . . . , xp of degree 0 ∈ Zn2 and view them as variables in an open subset
U ⊂ Rp. The remaining coordinates ξ1, . . . , ξq have nontrivial degrees deg(ξa) ∈ Zn2 \ {0} – we
refer to them as indeterminates or formal variables.
3.1 Function sheaf of formal power series
The first idea is to define the function sheaf OU of a Z
n
2 -superdomain U = (U,OU ), over any
open V ⊂ U , as the Zn2 -commutative associative unital R-algebra
OU (V ) = C
∞
U (V )[ξ
1, . . . , ξq] (7)
of polynomials in the indeterminates ξa with coefficients in smooth functions of V .
However, this approach has clear shortcomings.
First, the fundamental supergeometric result states that a function of a superdomain is
invertible if and only if its projection onto the base is invertible. It is due to the nilpotency of
the kernel J(V ) of the base projection. However, as we allow here formal variables which are
even, the ideal J(V ) is not nilpotent in our setting and the mentioned basic result fails. As
easily understood, we can remedy this problem by substituting polynomials with formal power
series.
Second, for a proper development of differential calculus, we must be able to compose
elements of degree 0 with smooth functions. But what is F (x + ξ2) for a 1-variable smooth
function F , a variable x and a formal even variable ξ ? Since ξ is not nilpotent, the Taylor
formula F (x+ ξ2) =
∑
k
1
k! F
(k)(x) ξ2k leads again to a formal power series.
We are thus forced to complete the above structure sheaf to formal power series in the
indeterminates ξa. This local model is the same than the one obtained by Molotkov [Mol10]
via his functorial approach to higher graded supermanifolds.
Further motivation for our choice of a base made only of the zero degree coordinates comes
from the following observations. It should be noticed that, when the Zn2 sign rule (6) replaces
the classical super sign rule, even nonzero degree indeterminates may anticommute with even
and with odd indeterminates (e.g., if they are Z32-graded and have the degrees (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)
and (0, 1, 0), respectively). On the other hand, the algebra of quaternions
H = R⊕ Ri⊕ Rj ⊕ Rk
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is Z32-commutative, if we choose the degrees deg(1) = (0, 0, 0), deg(i) = (1, 1, 0), deg(j) =
(1, 0, 1), and deg(k) = (0, 1, 1). All this shows that the even nonzero degree indeterminates are
not usual even variables and that we should think about them as formal variables rather than
as ordinary ones. This confirms that the local Zn2 -superfunction algebra will be made of formal
power series in the odd and the nonzero degree even indeterminates. Indeed, what would for
instance be the definition of a smooth function with respect to i, j, k? What would be the
meaning of the sine sin(a+ bi+ cj + dk) of a quaternion?
It follows that in the case of the tangent bundle to a supermanifoldM, the local functions of
the supermanifold T[1]M and of the Z22-supermanifold TM are quite different. As mentioned
in the introduction, if (xi, ξa) are even and odd coordinates of M, the supermanifold T[1]M
has coordinates (xi, ξa, x˙j , ξ˙b) of parities (0, 1, 1, 0) and subject to the super commutation rule.
The superfunctions of T[1]M are thus locally the polynomials in ξa, x˙j with coefficients in the
smooth functions with respect to xi, ξ˙b. The case of the Z22-supermanifold TM, with coordi-
nates (xi, ξa, x˙j, ξ˙b) of bidegrees ((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)) and subject to the Z22-commutation
rule, is different. Its Z22-superfunctions are locally the formal power series in the nonzero degree
formal variables ξa, x˙j , ξ˙b with coefficients in the smooth functions in xi.
It is eventually clear that the base of a Zn2 -supermanifold corresponds, not to even variables,
but to zero-degree ones. In this sense Zn2 -supermanifolds are similar to Z-graded manifolds.
Indeed, the base of a Z-graded manifold M can be recovered as the spectrum of C0(M)/(I ∩
C0(M)), where C0(M) are the zero-degree functions of M and where I is the ideal generated
by the coordinates of nonzero degree.
In what follows, we consider the 2n tuples s0, s1, . . . , s2n−1 ∈ Z
n
2 as ordered lexicographically:
s0 < s1 < . . . < s2n−1 .
Definition 3.1. Let n, p, q1, . . . , q2n−1 ∈ N and set q = (q1, . . . , q2n−1). Consider p coordi-
nates x1, . . . , xp of degree s0 = 0 (resp., q1 coordinates ξ
1, . . . , ξq1 of degree s1, q2 coordinates
ξq1+1, . . . , ξq1+q2 of degree s2, ...) and denote by x = (x
1, . . . , xp) (resp., ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξq)) the
tuple of all zero degree (resp., all the nonzero degree) coordinates (of course q =
∑
k qk). These
coordinates (x, ξ) commute according to the Zn2 -commutation rule (6). A Z
n
2 -superdomain
(called also a color superdomain) of dimension p|q is a ringed space U p|q = (U,OU ), where
U ⊂ Rp is the open range of x, and where the structure sheaf is defined over any open V ⊂ U
as the Zn2 -commutative associative unital R-algebra
OU (V ) = C
∞
U (V )[[ξ
1, . . . , ξq]] (8)
of formal power series
f(x, ξ) =
∞∑
|µ|=0
fµ1...µq(x) (ξ
1)µ1 . . . (ξq)µq =
∞∑
|µ|=0
fµ(x)ξ
µ (9)
in the formal variables ξ1, . . . , ξq with coefficients in C∞U (V ) (standard multiindex notation).
We refer to any ringed space of Zn2 -commutative associative unital R-algebras as a Z
n
2 -ringed
space and to the preceding functions (9) as the local Zn2 -superfunctions (or just Z
n
2 -functions).
Example 3.2. Consider the case n = 2 and p|(q1, q2, q3) = 1|(1, 1, 1), write for simplicity
(x, ξ, η, ϑ) instead of (x, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3), and note that the degrees of these coordinates are (0, 0),
(0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), respectively. A Z22-function is then of the form
f(x, ξ, η, ϑ) =
∑
r≥0
fr(x)ϑ
2r +
∑
r≥0
gr(x)ϑ
2r+1ξη +
∑
r≥0
hr(x)ϑ
2rξ +
∑
r≥0
kr(x)ϑ
2r+1η
+
∑
r≥0
ℓr(x)ϑ
2rη +
∑
r≥0
mr(x)ϑ
2r+1ξ +
∑
r≥0
nr(x)ϑ
2r+1 +
∑
r≥0
pr(x)ϑ
2rξη , (10)
where the sums are formal series and the functions in x are smooth. Note that the first (resp.,
second, third, fourth) two sums contain terms of Z22-degree (0, 0) (resp., (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1)).
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3.2 Locality of Zn2 -superdomains
In classical Supergeometry, a (super) ringed space is called a space if all its stalks are local rings,
i.e., rings that have a unique maximal homogeneous ideal. Such ringed spaces are referred to as
locally ringed spaces. Further, a locally ringed space is a supermanifold if it is locally modelled
on a superdomain. Superdomains are therefore ‘trivial’ locally ringed spaces. Of course, one
has to verify that the stalks of a superdomain are local rings.
To show that the stalks of a Zn2 -superdomain are local rings, i.e., that these domains are
locally Zn2 -ringed spaces, we need two well-known lemmas, where the second is a consequence
of the first.
Consider the algebra (8), or, a bit more generally, the Zn2 -commutative associative unital
R-algebra R[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]], over a commutative unital ring R, whose elements are assumed to be
central.
Lemma 3.3. A series 1− v in R[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]], where v has no independent term, is invertible,
with inverse v−1 =
∑
k≥0 v
k.
Lemma 3.4. A series in R[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]] is invertible if and only if its independent term is
invertible in R.
Proposition 3.5. Any Zn2 -superdomain (U,C
∞
U [[ξ
1, . . . , ξq]]) is a locally Zn2 -ringed space, i.e.,
for any x ∈ U , the stalk C∞U,x[[ξ
1, . . . , ξq]] has a unique maximal homogeneous ideal
mx = {[f ]x : f0(x) = 0} , (11)
where f0 is the independent term of f .
Lemma 3.4 implies not only Proposition 3.5 but also the following.
Corollary 3.6. For any open V ⊂ U , a Zn2 -function
f ∈ OU (V ) = C
∞
U (V )[[ξ
1, . . . , ξq]]
is invertible in OU (V ) if and only if its independent term f0 is invertible in C
∞
U (V ).
This corollary guarantees that crucial results of classical Supergeometry still hold in Zn2 -
Supergeometry, although formal variables are no longer necessarily nilpotent. Among these
consequences are the existence of a smooth structure on the topological base space M of
any Zn2 -supermanifold (M,AM ), as well as the fundamental short exact sequence of sheaves
0→ JM → AM → C
∞
M → 0 .
3.3 Completeness of Zn2 -function algebras
Consider a Zn2 -superdomain with Z
n
2 -functions
f(x, ξ) =
∞∑
|µ|=0
fµ(x)ξ
µ ∈ O = C∞[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]] ,
where we omitted U and V for convenience. The number k := |µ| of generators defines an
N-grading in O that induces a decreasing filtration Oℓ = C
∞[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]]≥ℓ, where subscript
≥ ℓ means that we consider only those series whose terms contain at least ℓ parameters ξa.
If J = ker ε denotes the kernel of the projection ε : O ∋ f 7→ f0 ∈ C
∞ of Zn2 - onto base-
functions, the ideal J is given by J = J1 = O1 and J
ℓ = Oℓ : O ⊃ J ⊃ J
2 ⊃ . . . The
sequence O/J ← O/J2 ← O/J3 ← . . . , which can be identified with the sequence C∞ ←
C∞[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]]≤1 ← C
∞[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]]≤2 ← . . . , is an inverse system, whose limit is
lim
←−
ℓ
O/Jℓ = O . (12)
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Moreover, if J denotes the similar ideal defined in the frame of polynomial Zn2 -functions O, see
above, we also have
lim
←−
ℓ
O/Jℓ = O . (13)
Proposition 3.7. The algebra OU (V ) = C
∞
U (V )[[ξ
1, . . . , ξq]] of local Zn2 -functions is Hausdorff-
complete with respect to the JU (V )-adic topology, and this algebra OU (V ) of formal power series
is the completion ÔU (V ) with respect to the J U (V )-adic topology of the algebra OU (V ) of poly-
nomials.
Proposition 3.7 will be used in the proof of the fundamental morphism theorem for Zn2 -
supermanifolds, which we sketch in the next subsection in the case of Zn2 -superdomains.
3.4 Morphisms of Zn2 -superdomains
The following remark shows that morphisms of Zn2 -superdomains can be viewed as in classical
differential Geometry. It will be formulated more rigorously in Section 7.
Consider two Zn2 -superdomains of dimension p|q and p
′|q′ over open subsets U ⊂ Rp and
U ′ ⊂ Rp
′
, respectively. Roughly, Zn2 -morphisms between these Z
n
2 -superdomains correspond to
graded unital R-algebra morphisms
φ∗ : C∞(V ′)[[ξ′1, . . . , ξ′q
′
]]→ C∞(V )[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]]
and are determined by their coordinate form
x′i = ϕi(x) +
∑
σ(µ)=0
f iµ(x)ξ
µ , (14)
ξ′a =
∑
σ(µ)=deg(ξ′a)
faµ(x)ξ
µ ,
where the sums are formal series with coefficients in smooth functions, where σ(µ) is the degree
µ1 deg(ξ
1) + . . .+ µq deg(ξ
q) of the term characterized by µ, and where ϕ : V ∋ (x1, . . . , xp) 7→
(x′1, . . . , x′p
′
) ∈ V ′ is a smooth map.
Example 3.8. In the case of Z22-superdomains of dimension 1|(1, 1, 1) with variables (x, ξ, η, ϑ)
(resp., (y, α, β, γ)) of Z22-degrees ((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)), a Z
2
2-morphism can be viewed as
usual: 
y =
∑
r f
y
r (x)ϑ2r +
∑
r g
y
r (x)ϑ2r+1ξη ,
α =
∑
r f
α
r (x)ϑ
2rξ +
∑
r g
α
r (x)ϑ
2r+1η ,
β =
∑
r f
β
r (x)ϑ2rη +
∑
r g
β
r (x)ϑ2r+1ξ ,
γ =
∑
r f
γ
r (x)ϑ2r+1 +
∑
r g
γ
r (x)ϑ2rξη .
(15)
Remark 3.9. It is easily seen from Equation (15) that the Jacobian matrix of this Zn2 -
morphism is a Zn2 -degree 0 matrix with entries in the Z
n
2 -function algebra. In the case of a
Z
n
2 -diffeomorphism, this matrix is invertible, so that we can compute its Z
n
2 -Berezinian [COP12]
and further develop the Zn2 integral calculus (which is actually the core of the present Z
n
2 -project,
since it turned out to be really different from ordinary super integral calculus).
To explain the above claim about Zn2 -morphisms, we have to prove that any Z
n
2 -morphism
has a coordinate form of the announced type (what is almost obvious), and that, conversely,
any pullbacks φ∗(x′i) (≃ x′i) and φ∗(ξ′a) (≃ ξ′a) of the form (14) uniquely extend to a Zn2 -
morphism. We will show here that such a prolonging Zn2 -morphism does exist. Uniqueness
(and other details) will be proven independently in the more general case of Zn2 -morphisms of
Z
n
2 -supermanifolds.
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In the sequel we write φ∗(x′i) = ϕi(x) + ji(x, ξ), with ji(x, ξ) =
∑
σ(µ)=0 f
i
µ(x)ξ
µ ∈ J . For
any
g(x′, ξ′) =
∑
|ν|≥0
gν(x
′)ξ′ν ∈ C∞(V ′)[[ξ′1, . . . , ξ′q
′
]] ,
we set
(φ∗(g))(x, ξ) =
∑
|ν|≥0
φ∗(gν(x
′))(φ∗(ξ′))ν , (16)
where
φ∗(gν(x
′)) = gν(φ
∗(x′)) = gν(ϕ(x) + j(x, ξ)) =
∑
|α|≥0
1
α!
(∂αx′gν)(ϕ(x)) j
α(x, ξ) (17)
is a formal Taylor expansion – we use here the multiindex notation: jα = (j1)α
1
. . . (jp
′
)α
p′
∈
J |α|. In fact the RHS of (17) is a series of series and it could lead to a rearranged series with
non-converging series of C∞(V )-coefficients. However, any type of monomial in the formal
variables ξa contains a fixed number N of parameters. As the terms indexed by |α| > N
contain at least N + 1 parameters, they not contribute to the considered monomial. The
coefficient of the latter is therefore a finite sum in C∞(V ), so that the RHS of (17) is actually
a series in C∞(V )[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]] . The same argument can be used for the RHS of (16).
It is easily seen that the thus defined pullback map φ∗ is a graded unital R-algebra mor-
phism.
As mentioned before, the precise definition of a Zn2 -morphism as a morphism of locally
Z
n
2 -ringed spaces will be given in Section 4, and the preceding explanation will be completed
and generalized.
4 Zn2-Supermanifolds
4.1 Definitions
It is clear that a Zn2 -supermanifold is locally modelled on a Z
n
2 -superdomain. Here ‘modelled’
means ‘isomorphic’ as locally Zn2 -ringed space. Such an isomorphism is of course an invertible
morphism of locally Zn2 -ringed spaces. The morphisms of the category LZRS of locally Z
n
2 -ringed
spaces are the morphisms of Zn2 -ringed spaces, i.e. the sheaf morphisms Ψ = (ψ,ψ
∗) such that
the naturally induced algebra morphisms between stalks respect the maximal ideals. In the
following, all topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and second-countable and the
elements of Zn2 , n ∈ N, are considered as ordered lexicographically.
Definition 4.1 (Ringed space definition). A (smooth) Zn2 -supermanifold (or a color super-
manifold) M of dimension p|q, p ∈ N, q = (q1, . . . , q2n−1) ∈ N
2n−1, is a locally Zn2 -ringed
space (M,AM ) that is locally isomorphic to the Z
n
2 -superdomain (R
p, C∞
Rp
[[ξ1, . . . , ξq]]), where
q =
∑
k qk, where ξ
1, . . . , ξq are Zn2 -commuting formal variables of which qk have the k-th
degree in Zn2 \ {0}, and where C
∞
Rp
is the function sheaf of the Euclidean space Rp.
Many geometric concepts can be glued from local pieces: they can be defined via a cover
by coordinate systems, with specific coordinate transformations that satisfy the usual cocycle
condition. The same holds for Zn2 -supermanifolds.
Remark 4.2. Roughly, a Zn2 -supermanifold can be viewed as a topological space M , which
is covered by Zn2 -graded Z
n
2 -commutative coordinate systems (x, ξ) (x can be interpreted as a
homeomorphism x(m) ⇄ m(x) between its Euclidean open range U and an open subset of
M (which is often also denoted by U)) and is endowed with coordinate transformations that
respect the Zn2 -degree and satisfy the cocycle condition.
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The precise alternative definition of Zn2 -supermanifolds follows naturally from this approx-
imate idea.
Definition 4.3. A Zn2 -chart (or Z
n
2 -coordinate system) over a topological space M is a locally
Z
n
2 -ringed space
U = (U,C∞U [[ξ
1, . . . , ξq]]), U ⊂ Rp, p, q ∈ N ,
together with a homeomorphism ψ : U → ψ(U), where ψ(U) is an open subset of M .
Given two Zn2 -charts (Uα, ψα) and (Uβ, ψβ) over M , we will denote by ψβα the homeomor-
phism
ψβα := ψ
−1
β ψα : Vβα := ψ
−1
α (ψα(Uα) ∩ ψβ(Uβ))→ Vαβ := ψ
−1
β (ψα(Uα) ∩ ψβ(Uβ)) . (18)
Whereas in classical Differential Geometry the coordinate transformations are completely
defined by the coordinate systems, in Zn2 -Supergeometry, they have to be specified separately.
Definition 4.4. A coordinate transformation between two Zn2 -charts (Uα, ψα) and (Uβ, ψβ) over
M is an isomorphism of locally Zn2 -ringed space Ψβα = (ψβα, ψ
∗
βα) : Uα|Vβα → Uβ|Vαβ , where
the source and target are restrictions of ‘sheaves’ (note that the underlying homeomorphism is
(18)).
A Zn2 -atlas over M is a covering (Uα, ψα)α by Z
n
2 -charts together with a coordinate trans-
formation for each pair of Zn2 -charts, such that the usual cocycle condition ΨβγΨγα = Ψβα
holds (appropriate restrictions are understood).
Definition 4.5 (Atlas definition). A (smooth) Zn2 -supermanifold M is a topological space M
together with a preferred Zn2 -atlas (Uα, ψα)α over it.
5 Examples
Example 5.1. For n = 1, we recover classical supermanifolds. Indeed, in this case there are
no formal variables that bear powers higher than 1 and formal series are thus just polynomials.
Example 5.2. We already mentioned that the tangent bundle TM of a standard Z2-super-
manifoldM gives rise to a Z22-supermanifold. Indeed, the local coordinates (x, ξ) onM induce
canonically local coordinates (x, ξ, x˙, ξ˙) on TM, which transform according to the rule
x′ = x′(x, ξ)
ξ′ = ξ′(x, ξ)
and
x˙′ = x˙ ∂xx
′ + ξ˙ ∂ξx
′
ξ˙′ = x˙ ∂xξ
′ + ξ˙ ∂ξξ
′ . (19)
We now assign the Z22-degrees ((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)) to the coordinates (x, ξ, x˙, ξ˙) and con-
sider them as Z22-commutative. In view of (19), this can be done in a coherent manner. The co-
cycle condition reduces to the chain rule. Hence, the tangent bundleTM is a Z22-supermanifold.
Moreover, again due to (19), the algebra of Z22-superfunctions which are polynomial in the for-
mal variables is well-defined. It can be identified with the algebra ΩD(M) of Deligne super
differential forms on M. Since it is dense in the whole algebra of Z22-superfunctions of TM,
the latter can be identified with the corresponding completion
Ω̂D(M) =
∏
k≥0
∧kΩ1D(M) .
Proposition 5.3. The tangent bundle TM of a Z2-supermanifold M = (M,AM ), interpreted
as ringed space (M, Ω̂D(M)), is a Z
2
2-supermanifold.
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6 Zn2-superizations of n-fold vector bundles
Let now
E
τl
||②②
②②
②②
②② τr
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
E10
τ¯r ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
E11
OO
E01
τ¯l||②②
②②
②②
②
M
(20)
be a double vector bundle. This corresponds to a choice of two commuting Euler vector
fields on E [GR09]. Alternatively, one can interpret a double vector bundle also as a locally
trivial fiber bundle (not vector bundle, see (21)), whose standard fiber is a graded vector space
V01 ⊕ V10 ⊕ V11, and whose coordinate transformations are of the type
x′ = ϕ(x) ,
ξ′ = a(x)ξ ,
η′ = b(x)η ,
ϑ′ = c(x)ϑ + d(x)ξη, (21)
where ξ, ξ′ (resp., η, η′ and ϑ, ϑ′) are coordinates in V01 (resp., V10 and V11), and where
x, x′ are coordinates in the base [Vor12]. We now Z22-superize, assigning the Z
2
2-degrees
((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)) to the coordinates (x, ξ, η, ϑ) and (x′, ξ′, η′, ϑ′).
Notice that the coordinate changes respect the Z22-degree. The coordinates ξ and η are
odd, so when trying to obtain a superization into a standard supermanifold, we have to decide
the order in the product ξη, which is irrelevant for the (even) double vector bundle. Moreover,
we should agree these orders so that the cocycle condition is still satisfied. This can be done
[GR09, Vor12] for the price of fixing some orders for consecutive parity changes with respect
to all the vector bundle structures (see discussion in [BGR15]).
It can easily be seen that the problem cannot arise in the present situation. Indeed, in the
Z
2
2-superization the coordinates ξ and η are odd with bidegrees (0, 1) and (1, 0), respectively,
so they commute and the problem of ordering disappears.
All this can be repeated in the general case of an n-fold vector bundle E. Indeed, there is an
N
n-gradation in a dense subsheaf of the structure sheaf of E, given by the n Euler vector fields,
and an atlas in which all local coordinates are homogeneous and have degrees ≤ 1n with respect
to the lexicographical order, where 1n = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ {0, 1}n. As changes of coordinates respect
the multidegree, all coordinate changes are polynomial in nonzero degrees and all products
which appear in these polynomials are products of coordinates with degrees having disjoint
supports (otherwise we would get degrees with some entries > 1), therefore commuting in the
Z
n
2 -setting (cf. [GR09]). The problem of ordering disappears and the coordinate changes in the
even n-fold vector bundle E remain valid and consistent also for its Zn2 -superization. In other
words, the degrees of local coordinates and their transformation laws in E remain consistent
also with the Zn2 -sign rules (6). Thus we get the following.
Proposition 6.1. There exist a canonical Zn2 -superization of any n-fold vector bundle E which
gives a Zn2 -supermanifold ΠE with the same homogeneous local coordinates, their degrees in Z
n
2
and their transformations laws, but satisfying the new sign rules (6).
7 Morphisms of Zn2-supermanifolds
Remark 7.1. In contrast with integral calculus, most of the classical super differential calculus
goes through in the Zn2 -graded context. Below we give the results along with some few expla-
nations. The detailed proofs in the Zn2 -graded setting can be found in the preprint [CGP14].
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7.1 Embedding of the smooth base manifold
Proposition 7.2. The base topological space M of any Zn2 -supermanifold M = (M,AM ) of
dimension p|q carries a smooth manifold structure of dimension p, and there exists a short
exact sequence of sheaves of Zn2 -commutative associative R-algebras
0→ JM → AM
ε
→ C∞M → 0 .
Sketch of proof. In view of Corollary 3.6, there exists, for any open U ⊂M , for any f ∈ AM (U)
and any m ∈ U , a unique k ∈ R such that f − k is not invertible, in any neighborhood of m.
We set
εU (f)(m) = k (22)
and JM = ker ε. The presheaf im ε generates a sheaf FM which is locally isomorphic to C
∞
Rp
and
thus implements a p-dimensional smooth manifold structure on M such that C∞M ≃ FM .
The description of the basis of neighborhoods of 0 in the JM (U)-adic topology of AM (U)
in a Zn2 coordinate domain U is clear from Subsection 3.3.
7.2 Continuity of morphisms
Definition 7.3. A morphism of Zn2 -supermanifolds or Z
n
2 -morphism is a morphism of the
underlying locally Zn2 -ringed spaces.
The next commutation property is fundamental. It is a consequence of the definition (22).
Proposition 7.4. Let
Ψ = (ψ,ψ∗) :M = (M,AM )→ N = (N,BN )
be a morphism of Zn2 -supermanifolds, let V ⊂ N be open, and U = ψ
−1(V ). Then,
εU ◦ ψ
∗
V = ψ
∗
V ◦ εV , (23)
where the LHS pullback of Zn2 -functions is given by the second component of Ψ and where the
RHS pullback of classical functions is equal to −◦ψ|U and thus given by the first component of
Ψ.
Corollary 7.5. For any Zn2 -supermanifold M = (M,AM ) and any point m ∈ M , the unique
maximal homogeneous ideal mm of the stalk Am is given by
mm = {[f ]m : (εf)(m) = 0} . (24)
The result is easily proven. However, actually we need not assume that a Zn2 -supermanifold
is a locally Zn2 -ringed space. If we omit this requirement, the local isomorphism Φ = (φ, φ
∗)
from the Zn2 -supermanifold to its local model is only an isomorphism in Z
n
2 -ringed spaces.
Nevertheless, since the induced morphisms φ∗m between stalks are isomorphisms of graded
unital R-algebras, φ∗m(mx), where x = φ(m) and mx is the unique maximal homogeneous ideal
(11) of the stalk at x of the local model, is the unique maximal homogeneous ideal of Am. It
then follows from Proposition 7.4 that it is given by (24).
We can choose a centered chart (x, ξ) around m and work in a Zn2 -superdomain over a
convex open subset. In view of (24), a Taylor expansion (with remainder) around m ≃ x = 0
of the coordinate form of εf shows that
mm ≃ {[f ]0 : f(x, ξ) = 0(x) +
∑
|µ|>0
fµ(x)ξ
µ} ,
where 0(x) are terms of degree at least 1 in x. More generally:
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Lemma 7.6. For any m ∈M , the basis of neighborhoods of 0 in the mm-adic topology of Am
is given by
mk+1m = {[f ]0 : f(x, ξ) =
∑
0≤|µ|≤k
0µ(x
k−|µ|+1)ξµ +
∑
|µ|>k
fµ(x)ξ
µ} (k ≥ 0) , (25)
where notation is the same as above.
The next result is a consequence of the definition J = ker ε, Equation (24), and Proposition
7.4. It shows in particular that Zn2 -morphisms automatically respect maximal ideals, so that
this requirement is actually redundant in their definition.
Corollary 7.7. Any Zn2 -morphism Ψ = (ψ,ψ
∗) :M = (M,AM )→ N = (N,BN ) is continuous
with respect to J and m, i.e., for any open V ⊂ N and any m ∈M , we have
ψ∗V (JN (V )) ⊂ JM (ψ
−1(V )) and ψ∗m
(
mψ(m)
)
⊂ mm .
Corollary 7.8. The base map ψ : M → N of any Zn2 -morphism Ψ : (M,AM ) → (N,BN ) is
smooth.
7.3 Completeness of the Zn2 -function sheaf and the Z
n
2 -function algebras
The decreasing filtration A ⊃ J ⊃ J 2 ⊃ . . . of the structure sheaf of a Zn2 -supermanifold
M = (M,A) gives rise to an inverse system
A/J ← A/J 2 ← A/J 3 ← . . .
of sheaves of algebras (the quotient presheaves A/J k are actually sheaves due to the existence
of partitions of unity on M). Since a limit is a universal cone, there exists a sheaf morphism
lim
←−k
A/J k ← A. Moreover, as a limit in a category of sheaves is just the corresponding limit
in the category of presheaves (which is computed objectwise), we get, for any Zn2 chart domain
Uα, (
lim
←−
k
A/J k
)
(Uα) = lim←−
k
A(Uα)/J
k(Uα) ≃ A(Uα) ,
see Equation (12). It follows that
lim←−
k
A/J k ≃ A
in the category of sheaves. Since isomorphic sheaves have isomorphic sections, we thus obtain,
for any U ⊂M ,
lim
←−
k
A(U)/J k(U) ≃ A(U) .
Proposition 7.9. The Zn2 -function sheaf AM (resp., the Z
n
2 -function algebra AM(U), U ⊂
M) of a Zn2 -supermanifold (M,AM ) is Hausdorff-complete with respect to the JM -adic (resp.,
JM (U)-adic) topology.
7.4 Fundamental theorem of Zn2 -morphisms
Theorem 7.10. If M = (M,AM ) is a Z
n
2 -supermanifold of dimension p|q ,
V u|v = (V,C∞V [[η
1, . . . , ηv ]])
a Zn2 -superdomain of dimension u|v, V ⊂ R
u, v = |v|, and if (sj , ζb) is an (u + v)-tuple
of homogeneous Zn2 -functions in AM(M) that have the same Z
n
2 -degrees as the coordinates
(yj , ηb) in V u|v and satisfy
(
εs1, . . . , εsu
)
(M) ⊂ V, then there exists a unique morphism of
Z
n
2 -supermanifolds Ψ = (ψ,ψ
∗) :M→ Vu|v, such that
sj = ψ∗V y
j and ζb = ψ∗V η
b . (26)
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Hence, Zn2 -morphisms whose target is a Z
n
2 -superdomain are completely defined by their
values on the coordinate functions. This fundamental result makes Zn2 -Supergeometry a rea-
sonable theory.
Roughly speaking, since ψ∗V is an algebra morphism, the data (26) uniquely determine the
pullback ψ∗V P of any section P ∈ PolV (V )[[η
1, . . . , ηv ]] with polynomial coefficients. Hence the
quest for an appropriate polynomial approximation of an arbitrary section.
Theorem 7.11. Let m ∈M be a base point of a Zn2 -supermanifold (M,AM ) and let f ∈ A(U)
be a Zn2 -function defined in a neighborhood U of m. For any fixed degree of approximation
k ∈ N \ {0}, there exists a polynomial P = P (y, η) such that
[f ]m − [P ]m ∈ m
k
m .
In this statement, the polynomial P depends on m, f , and k, and the variables (y, η) are
(pullbacks of) coordinates centered at m. It is a direct consequence of a Taylor expansion at
m = y = 0 of the coefficients of f = f(y, η).
Sketch of proof of Theorem 7.10. Since the existence of an extending Zn2 -morphism can be re-
duced in the main to the construction described in Section 3.4, we focus here on its uniqueness.
Let Ψ1 = (ψ1, ψ
∗
1) and Ψ2 = (ψ2, ψ
∗
2) be two Z
n
2 -morphisms defined by the same (s
j , ζb).
First, the commutation property (23) allows to see that ψ1 = ψ2. As for ψ
∗
1 and ψ
∗
2 , one shows
(rigorously) that they coincide on polynomial sections (using the continuity 7.7 of the pullbacks
of sections with respect to the J -adic topology, as well as the Hausdorff-completeness 7.9 of
the Zn2 -function algebras), then one proves that they coincide on arbitrary sections (using the
polynomial approximation 7.11, the continuity 7.7 of the pullbacks of germs with respect to
the m-adic topology, as well as the description 7.6 of the zero neighborhoods of the latter).
8 Concluding remarks
The idea of considering supercommutation rules not reduced to ‘bosons’ and ‘fermions’, but
including a priori arbitrary statistics for commutation of elements of finite multi-particle states,
is not new, but has not been exploited very extensively in the literature. In particular, some
attempts to develop a theory of color supermanifolds are generally suffering from a lack of
interesting examples.
In this paper we proposed a well-founded geometric theory of this kind with a clear local
model. Our theory is not just a trivial extension of that of supermanifolds. The existence of
even formal generators leads to superalgebras containing a Grassmann part, as well as a part
consisting of formal power series. Also the corresponding Berezinian determinant and volume
are far from being obvious concepts.
On the other hand, our formalism opens new geometric perspectives and has potential
applications. One can consider Zn2 -graded Poisson brackets and the corresponding deformation
quantization. Since Clifford algebras can be viewed as deformations of Grassmann algebras
induced by an odd Poisson bracket, this includes ‘higher’ or ‘color’ Clifford algebras, as well
as ‘color’ Moyal brackets. More precisely, our color Clifford algebra is generated as the free
(tensor) algebra of a Zn2 -graded vector space S = ⊕a∈Zn2Sa modulo the Clifford relations
fafb − (−1)
〈a,b〉fbfa = hab · 1 ,
where h : S ⊗ S → F is a (non-degenerate) Zn2 -antisymmetric bilinear form on ΠS which gives
rise to a Zn2 -graded Poisson bracket on C
∞(ΠS∗). There is an analog of the Moyal formula for
the corresponding associative product. Also a generalization of super Lie theory to Zn2 -super
(color) Lie algebras and Lie groups is rather straightforward (cf. [Sch79, KS12]).
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Of course, a theory of superfields defined on Zn2 -supermanifolds requires a theory of Z
n
2 -
superintegration, which is still in process of construction, but σ-models with values in our
‘superization’ ΠS, for a Zn2 -graded vector bundle S concentrated in nonzero degrees, can be
directly constructed [Sch93]. In particular, a ‘higher’ Minkowski space can be defined as the
color Lie group M associated with the color Lie algebra L = V ×ΠS∗, where V is the central
part corresponding to the vector part of the Minkowski space Mˇ and the color Lie bracket is
determined by a ‘color-antisymmetric’ morphism Γ : ΠS ⊗ΠS → V . In coordinates,
[fa, fb] = −2Γ
µ
abeµ,
where Γµab = −(−1)
〈a,b〉Γµba. The form Γ˜ : ΠS
∗ ⊗ ΠS∗ → V defined from the Clifford relations
determines a Zn2 -symmetric bilinear form on spinor fields ψ : Mˇ → ΠS, which takes the Dirac
form
ψ/Dψ = Γ˜µ(ψ, ∂µψ) = Γ˜
µabψa∂µψb .
It is not clear whether super-Lagrangians using ψ/Dψ can have a sound physical meaning, but
this is a general problem even for the whole string theory.
Particularly interesting could be extension of BV and AKSZ-formalisms [AKSZ97, Sch96]
and general concepts like Q-manifolds or Courant brackets to Zn-gradings and Zn2 -parities.
Lie groupoid or Lie algebroid structures, compatible with multi-gradations and induced multi-
parities in the spirit of [BGG14, BGG16], can also provide a fruitful frame for this new super-
geometry.
Note that canonical symplectic structures on iterated bundles like T∗TM are multi-
homogeneous (see [GR09]), so one can develop the concept of Courant brackets as homological
multi-homogeneous Hamiltonians on such Zn2 -supermanifolds (see [Roy02]).
Observe eventually that the appearance of canonical superizations of n-fold vector bundles
as canonical models for Zn2 -supergeometry, which is a variant of the Batchelor-Gawedzki the-
orem in standard supergeometry, corresponds well with the fact that classical mechanics has
recently been recognized as inextricably associated with some double vector bundle structures
and their morphisms (e.g. ε : T∗TM → TT∗M) [GGU06, GG08, GG11, Tul77].
All this shows that extending possible gradations is not merely a formal trick, but it offers
a new examination of known concepts and opens new geometric perspectives.
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